




The programming barrier is incredibly low.
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Everyone is a programmer now.
You just have to say something to the computer.

We have closed the digital divide.



























Back on planet Earth, a few years ago…























Why am I telling you this?

• Hello World says a lot about how we 
approach programming education

• Let’s go back to 1978 with Kernighan & 
Ritchie













Two roads diverged in an AI wood…

Ban-it Boulevard

Embrace-it Close





Practically Zero.



We have nearly infinite 
choices and many contexts







• 8,505 items published at the SIGCSE Technical Symposium 
from 1970-2023

• 257,896 citations
• 9,741,018 downloads

• How many widely used practice innovations can you think of? 

• How many of these do you use regularly? 











Ok, but Parsons Problems and Pair Programming have 
been around a while. Where do we go from here?




































While we’re thinking about stuff…

What about
• Design thinking?
• Creative thinking?
•Critical thinking?

These are pretty universally applicable (and useful), 
across all disciplines, including but not limited to 

computing (much like mastery learning and one-on-one 
tutoring which we will get back to). 









Bigger than Computing

We know that bigger-than-computing ideas work, like Mastery Learning 
and one-on-one (personalised) tutoring - See Bloom, 1980s, etc.

However, these don’t scale (at all) with this:



Yet.





Catalysing our Practices

• However, AI could very well make advancements such as virtual TAs and 
personalised learning assistants viable soon.

• This should allow ideas like Mastery Learning and Personalised Tutoring to 
scale.  

• We should leverage AI – but this is not a simple binary embrace/ban thing. 
We need to think about it, not in terms of improving existing practices, but 
rethinking and rebooting all our practices.





A final reflection
• ‘Back in 1982, the Musicians Union in the UK, while claiming 

to be working in the interests of its members, passed a 
resolution to ban the synthesizer and other tech music gear.’

• “That's right: a union working for musicians banned a 
musical instrument.”

• It was never put into force. 

• What happened? Other than synthesizers and “tech” music 
gear becoming nearly ubiquitous?




